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Faith Deconstruction-  
Deconstruction vs. Demolition- 
Deconstruction- Taking things apart in order to figure out what is essential.  
Demolition- No intention to reuse any of the elements.  
- Faith Deconstruction is not about building something completely new, 

but about changing how you see something and using the parts that 
were helpful.  

- The Scriptural way of Jesus was about changing your mind:  
- “Jesus quite clearly believed in change. In fact, the first public word 

out of his mouth was the Greek imperative verb metanoeite, which 
literally translates as “change your mind” or “go beyond your 
mind” (Matthew 3:2, 4:17, and Mark 1:15). Unfortunately, in the 
fourth century, St. Jerome translated the word into Latin as 
paenitentia (“repent” or “do penance”), initiating a host of moralistic 
connota- tions that have colored Christians’ understanding of the 
Gospels ever since. The word metanoeite, however, is talking about a 
primal change of mind, worldview, or your way of processing—and 
only by corollary about a specific change in behavior.” (page 92)  
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We will use the door transformation from First United in Costa 
Mesa as an object lesson.  

1. Step One: Removing the Unnecessary  
• Removing the spider webs and useless hardware of faith  
• Deconstruction isn’t just normal its biblical- Genesis 

32:22-31 The story of Jacob wrestling with God 

• Question- What unnecessary things have you been holding onto?  

2. Step Two: Sanding down to the basics 
• Trying to use the same container in the same way doesn’t work. Like a kid trying to wear the 

same clothes to school every year, or a plant pot that a plant outgrows. We cannot ignore or 
avoid deconstruction if we are growing.  

• Matthew 9:14-17- New Wineskins  
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• Question- What basics do I need to “sand” down to 

3. Step Three: Having an imagination to see things 
differently 

• Having the ability to see things used in a new way. We need to 
look beyond the “monument” moments of faith 

• Matthew 17:1-13-  The Transfiguration of Christ  

•  Question- Are you allowing yourself to have new sight?  

4. Step Four: Naming what you are trying to create.  
• In restoration you have to name what you are trying to create 
• Matthew 16:13-20- Who do you say that I am?  

• Question- What kind of faith are you trying to build? Can you name it? 
  

5. Step Five: Building something for others 
• Matthew 7:21-29 Jesus asks us to not just hear these words but to live them out.  
• This stage of reformation/reconstruction makes us inclusive of others. In this step we see that 

Jesus says seems to say “I didn’t come from you to figure me out I came for you to live me out”  
• “It means that we must embody a sort of religion after Religion. The Latin 

origin of the word “religion” is ligare, literally meaning “bound 
together.”” - Dr. Tim Burnett   

• Question- In what ways am I building something for/with other people?   
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